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 "Education never ends, 
Watson. It is a series of 

lessons, with the 
greatest for the last."

~Sherlock Holmes



Using Linux doesn’t mean 
you won’t be compromised...



Why it matters!!!...
Large numbers of Web & database servers run under Linux 
(~ 70% of servers connected to the Internet run Linux)

Because of this, Linux became an attractive target for 
attackers. 

 If an attacker has succeed to target MySQL, Apache or 
similar server software, then he got a “target-rich” 
environment. 



Why it matters!!!...

Linux systems become susceptible to several attacks 
including botnets, cryptocurrency miners, 
ransomware and other types of malware. 

The success of these attacks refutes the old notion 
that says machines that run Linux are less likely to be 
affected by malware.



Access to Master and 
Slaves from unusual host

New software is found on 
the system

Suspicious activity was 
noticed on network during 
last 10 days

X

X

Hadoop Distributed File 
System Environment

Main NameNode facing 
the Internet: Master

X

X

X

Case: HDFS Cluster Breach

X

DataNodes on seperate 
network: Slave 1 and 
Slave 2



Understanding how to 
navigate the system and 

where to look is one key to 
the success of your 

investigation…

Within the workshop, you 
will walk through the case 

covered, understand 
where to focus, and why. 
In other words, “learning 

while investigating…”



✘ Search might tamper evidence ...
○ find→ stat()

Protect Your Evidence...

✘ Disable FS atime:
Option #1: 
✘ $ sudo mount -o remount,noatime /dev/…. 

Option #2:
✘ $ mkdir /mnt/extdrv/rootvol
✘ $ rootvol=/mnt/extdrv/rootvol
✘ $ sudo mount --bind / $rootvol
✘ $ sudo mount -o remount,ro $rootvol

Evidence



File Hierarchy 
Standard

Everything in Linux is a file, and all 
files exist under the root 

directory, “/”. 



File Hunting...

Searching for files that had their 
metadata changed within the last 5 
days…
$ find / -ctime +1  -ctime -5

What’s this?

Expected based 
on prev. 
analysis

home dir?

Failed login 
attempts?



Hunt CLI History...
Checking user .bashrc file for 
commands executed (+order of 
execution)...
$ history
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Why vim to 
passwd?

Basic compromise 
checks

Web dir?

Password changed?

What’s 37292.c ??!!
(check it later)



Hunt Suspicious Dir...
The /usr/php directory details...
$ sudo debugfs -R 'stat <1835263>' /dev….
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Directory contents…
$ ls -lhat /usr/php



Hunt Last Logged Users...
Could be checked on a live system 
using:
$ last
$ w
$ lastlog
$ sudo last -f /var/log/wtmp

$ sudo last -f /var/log/btmp
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OR? Use debugfs...



Mounting FS...

✘ Checking File system using TSK before 
mounting:
○ mmls

○ fsstat
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“norecovery” 
when 
mounting...



Hunt Files ???

✘ What are these php files doing here?!
○ Easy to spot if a baseline is available...



Installed Stuff...
✘ /var/cache/apt/archives
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✘ /var/log/apt/



Hunt Files /etc...

✘ php config files 
will be found, 
but…. What about 
the cluster 
service?
○ What’s that?
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Check inode



TSK ‘istats’...
Cross reference that this was recently added!
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TSK ‘icat’...
What…???!!!!
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TSK ‘icat’ cluster.php ...
PHP Webshell used as a systemd service!

✘ Error reporting = off
✘ Socket port = 17001
✘ PHP shell_exec()



But the question is:
how did they get here?



Hunt Logins...
Failed Logins (btmp)

User Logins (wtmp)



Successful Login!!!...



More File Hunting...
✘ Search for files added post the login activity (our reference)
$ sudo find rootvol/ -type f -newercm rootvol/var/log/lastlog

Binary used for 
exploitation



Lateral Movement...
Checking .bash_history file on master with auth.log on Slave2, leads to:

Threat actor used ssh-keys to login to Slave2 & Slave1 (move locally to other systems)… 

There is more to this, but that’s it for now :)



Deleted Files
-we need them back-



What about 45010 File?...
✘ Searching directory file was found in, leads to 

nothing!
○ After Googling around, we found it’s 

actually an exploit!
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Googling → probably 
an exploit!!!

Linux Kernel < 4.13.9 
exploit



Dump the Journal!!..
✘ If we check using TSK, since it’s an EXT4 fs, then even if we know what name it 

had, then still we can’t access the content, since its entry will be zeroed out!
○ No longer capable of accessing the file…

✘ Also, if we check those * files, we will also get zero output!
○ No metadata that leads to the file...

✘ We could try dumping them out in two steps:
○ Dump the EXT4 journal
○ Use ext4magic for recovery
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EXT4 = journaling fs...



Get them Back!!..
✘ Step1: debugfs

$ sudo debugfs -R ‘dump <8> ./journal’ /dev/….
○ dump → option used to dump a file using inode #
○ 8 → inode # of the EXT4 journal

✘ Step2: ext4magic
$ sudo ext4magic -a DATE -b DATE -j ./journal -m -d output/
○ a and b are used to specify date after and before...
○ j for the journal...
○ m try to recover all deleted files...
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Sift through output 
dir...



Timeline Analysis?...
We can confirm the activities and their 
sequence by doing a timeline analysis …
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✘ Compromise was due to weak 

credentials

○ Successful Bruteforce

✘ Privileges escalation using Kernel 

vulnerability (CVE-2017-16995)

Story of Case #2...
✘ Systemd service was installed after 

gaining root

✘ Lateral movement to other systems 

using public keys (SSH)



thanks!

Any questions?

You can find me at
@binaryz0ne



Credits & References...

Special thanks to all the people who made and released these 
awesome resources for free:

✘ Presentation template by SlidesGo
✘ Adam, Ideas and Blue Team Fingers,  @Hexacorn
✘ Florian Roth, Sigma Rules and others, @cyb3rops
✘ Velociraptor, hayabusa, chainsaw, NirSoft, etc
✘ MITRE Framework, https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
✘ Sorry if we missed someone!



Hands-on Time
Please use the following credentials:

https://192.168.1.101
https://192.168.1.102

Check your cards for user access

Linux Credentials
tsurugi / tsurugi

https://192.168.1.80
https://192.168.1.90

